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FOREWORD

The British Columbia Ministry of Energy and Mines presents the results of provincial geoscience surveys in the twenty-ninth edition of Geological Fieldwork: A Summary of Fieldwork and Current Research. Most articles are contributions from staff of the Geological Survey Branch, now called the Geosciences, Research and Development Branch. As in previous years, the volume also publishes studies by university and industry authors.

This past year the Branch’s field program was delivered largely through partnerships with government, industry and universities. Virtually all operating funds for field projects were provided by partners, due to government budget shortfalls; the number of projects also declined, which reflects the reduced staffing available to the Branch.

The Geological Survey of Canada was a strong partner in field surveys and collaborative geoscience studies, through their Targeted Geoscience Initiatives Program and involvement in the Atlin, Iskut and Tooldogone field projects. Articles in this volume include reports on regional mapping in the Joss’alun region south of Atlin and in the Iskut Rift north of the Eskay Creek gold mine. The discovery of a number of new mineral occurrences in both areas highlights the potential for success of prospecting and mineral exploration. A major, integrated geology and geophysics project in the Tooldogone mining camp was funded not only by the two government surveys, but also by five industry partners. The Tooldogone has proven to be one of the more active exploration regions in the province in 2003, and companies have already been staking additional claims in anticipation of the early release of new survey data.

Industry partnerships were also a significant component of the Atlin and Foremore field projects. In the latter case, interpretations of possible regional volcanic massive sulphide horizons for northwestern British Columbia are being advanced, based on work focused on the host stratigraphy of the new mineral occurrences on the property.

This volume also includes a collection of articles derived from projects funded, at least in part, by the British Columbia and Yukon Chamber of Mines through their Rocks to Riches program. Industry, university and BC Geological Survey staff have written these articles. Several projects have used the province’s extensive regional geochemical survey database to identify anomalies warranting consideration and possible exploration follow-up. Three articles report on preliminary investigations into the province’s emerald and diamond potential - topics of considerable interest as these gemstones have now been found in nearby Yukon and Alberta respectively. An investigation of platinum group element mineralization in the Afton copper-gold porphyry deposit provides quality analyses, which highlight a significant palladium component to this well-known BC deposit.

The Oil and Gas Division of the Ministry of Energy and Mines has had another very successful year with numerous initiatives to enhance the energy sector, including a number of geoscience-related projects. The results from these programs are being published by the Ministry in a volume entitled, Summary of Activities being published by the Energy-Resource Development and Geoscience Branch.

Over the past year the Branch published 9 Open Files, 3 Geoscience Maps, 24 GeoFiles, 1 Paper, 6 Information Circulars and Geological Fieldwork 2002, as well as improving web access to information. These, and all past publications, are posted to the Ministry of Energy and Mines website. MapPlace, one of the world’s premier internet-map systems, continues to improve with the addition of new tools and data layers. The site is expected to exceed two million hits in 2003.

This volume reflects the hard work and expertise of numerous authors who have earned our thanks for their contributions. The articles have been improved by peer and supervisor review. Many of the manuscripts in the volume were formatted by George Owsiacki and Garry Payie, or individual authors. Again for yet another year, Brian Grant earns special commendation for coordinating the organization and publication of the volume.

D.V. Lefebvre
Director – Chief Geologist
Geosciences, Research and Development Branch
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